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Exchange interactions govern the ordering between microscopic spins and the highest-frequency
spin excitations - magnons at the edge of the Brillouin zone. As well known from spontaneous
Raman scattering (RS) experiments in antiferromagnets, such magnons couple to light in the form
of two-magnon modes - pairs of magnon with opposite wavevectors. Experimental works on two-
magnon modes driven by exchange perturbation in impulsive stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS)
experiment posed a question about consistency between spin dynamics measured in the ISRS and
RS experiments. Here, based on an extended spin correlation pseudovector formalism, we derive
the analytical expression for observables in both types of experiments to determine a possibly fun-
damental differences between the detected two-magnon spectra. We find that in both cases the
magnons from the edge of the Brillouin zone give the largest contribution to the measured spectra.
However, there is the difference in the spectra which stems from the fact that RS probes popula-
tion of a continuum of incoherent modes, while in the case of impulsively driven modes, they are
coherent and their phase and amplitudes are detected. We show that for the continuum of modes,
the sensitivity to the phase results in a relative shift of the main peaks in the two spectra, and
the spectrum of the ISRS is significantly broadened and extends to the range above the maximum
two-magnon mode frequency. Formally, this is manifested in the fact, that the RS is described by
an imaginary part of the Green function only, while the ISRS is described by the absolute value and
hence additionally carries information about the real part of the Green function. We further derive
two-magnon Raman tensor dispersion and the weighting factors, which define the features of the
coupling to light of the modes from the different domains in the Brillouin zone. For more complex
antiferromagnets, this potentially can be used for selective excitation of two-magnon modes with
specific wave vectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser-induced control of exchange interaction is seen
as a key to controlling magnetic ordering at ultrafast
time scales. Several experimental [1–4] and theoretical
[5–7] works have demonstrated the feasibility of such a
control in antiferromagnets, and the main fingerprint of
laser-induced changes of exchange coupling appeared to
be excitation of so-called two-magnon modes. These exci-
tations comprise coupled pairs of magnons with opposite
wavevectors from the whole Brillouin Zone (BZ). Most
importantly, the dominating contribution is provided by
two-magnon modes with the shortest wavevectors at the
edge of BZ and the highest frequencies in THz range
defined by the strength of exchange interaction. Thus,
excitation of such modes is seen as a pathway towards
ultimately fast nanoscale magnonics.

At the same time, two-magnon modes pose challenges
for the development of intuitive theoretical descriptions,
since the dynamics stems from pairs of magnons, which
by definition goes beyond the well-known single-particle
description. For instance, recently it was shown that spin
correlations are well suited for such purpose [8, 9], and
the laser-driven two-magnon modes can be represented as
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oscillations of this parameter, rather than the standard
magnetic order parameters like Néel vector and magne-
tization.
The possibility of laser-induced excitation of two-

magnon modes stems from the fact that they readily
couple to light via a Raman process, or inelastic scat-
tering. Spontaneous Raman scattering (RS) on thermal
two-magnon modes in antiferromagnets was extensively
studied since the 1960th, both experimentally and the-
oretically [10–12]. As a result, the selection rules for
Raman scattering of magnon pairs was successfully de-
scribed from the symmetry of the Raman tensor. More-
over, this enabled understanding the nontrivial shape of
the spontaneous Raman scattering spectrum. The lat-
ter is found to be governed by the magnon density of
states (DOS) and, additionally, by magnon-magnon scat-
tering. In particular, although two-magnon modes from
the whole BZ are allowed to couple to light because the
momentum conservation law is satisfied, the scattering
spectrum is dominated by the modes with frequencies of
van Hove singularities, which are found close to edges of
the BZ [10]. Despite the fact that the Raman spectrum
is not directly sensitive to the individual wave vectors in-
volved, still the selection rules helped to identify specific
wavevector dependent weighting factors. These highlight
the contribution of scattering of magnon pairs from a par-
ticular domain in the Brillouin zone.
Excitation of two-magnon modes by impulsive nondis-
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sipative impact of short laser pulses can be described as
an impulsive stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS), which,
in principle, is governed by the same light-matter interac-
tion as RS [13, 14]. Indeed, it was found that symmetry of
excitation of two-magnon modes can be predicted from
the Raman tensor [8, 15, 16]. Moreover, the dominat-
ing frequency of the transient optical response appears
to be fairly close to the dominating frequency of two-
magnon line in a RS spectrum [2, 15]. Nevertheless, al-
ready since the earliest works also apparent discrepancies
between the dominating two-magnon frequencies in RS
and ISRS were found [15]. These may be related to the
fact that for the comparative analysis of RS and ISRS
for single-particle excitations, such as optical phonons
[13, 14], only a small volume of the BZ near its center is
relevant, whereas the excitation of RS and ISRS of the
two-magnon modes govern a whole continuum of two-
particle excitations over the whole BZ.

Moreover, since ISRS is sensitive to both the phase
and the amplitude of the detected optical response, sig-
natures of relative dephasing may be present in the ISRS
response that are absent in the RS spectrum, which only
measures the occupations of the modes averaged over
time under continuous driving. In addition, the DOS-
based argument used for explaining the RS spectrum,
strictly does not apply for the impulsive case, since the
system is observed only transiently. Hence, the system
does not have time to thermalize, and the occupation
of magnon pairs may differ significantly from the equilib-
rium magnon DOS. Also, it remains unexplored if RS and
ISRS tensors couple equally to magnons across the BZ,
or if fundamentally different modes are seen with these
techniques. Furthermore, there are technical differences
in the detection schemes of both methods.

To gain insight in these issues, this article focuses on
the difference between RS and ISRS of magnon pairs from
a minimal theoretical perspective, in which we assume
that the excitation and detection can be described us-
ing the established Raman tensors for the light-matter
interaction. Specifically, we aim to understand (i) if
both methods are equally sensitive to all parts of the
BZ and (ii) what are the signatures of the sensitivity to
the phase of the magnon-pair response that is present
in ISRS but not in RS. To this end we generalize the
existing theoretical framework where the spin dynamics
is represented by dynamics of spin correlations. Within
this framework we derive expressions for RS cross-section
and for the spectrum of the transient ellipticity mea-
sured in ISRS experiments. In both cases, we focus on
the prototypical cubic Heisenberg antiferromagnet. We
confirm that both RS and ISRS are dominated by high-
frequency magnons, which occupy the largest volume of
the Brillouin zone. Nevertheless, we find that these spec-
tra possess different shape, which is directly related to
the fact that ISRS is also sensitive to the coherent, non-
dissipative part of the magnon-pair response. Interest-
ingly, since the magnon-pair spectrum stems from a sum
of magnon-pairs throughout the whole Brillouin zone, the

peak of the combined response is shifted as compared
to that seen in RS. Moreover, due to the different de-
tection schemes in RS and ISRS, we find that different
parts of the BZ are detected in both methods. Depending
on the dispersion of the magnon spectrum, this may be
harnessed to increase sensitivity to specific magnon-pair
contributions.

II. BASIC FORMALISM

A. Cubic antiferromagnet

We consider a dielectric medium with a simple cubic
crystal structure and lattice parameter a, and G-type
antiferromagnetic ordering, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The
exchange interactions are described by the nearest neigh-
bor Heisenberg model. The magnetic unit cell of such
system is doubled. This results in a face-centered cubic
(FCC) lattice with the first Brillouin zone (BZ) shown
in Fig. 2(a). We assume that the energy band gap of
the crystal is well above the laser photon energy, such
that the light-matter interaction can be treated in a non-
dissipative regime. Exemplary crystals with such pa-
rameters are KNiF3 and RbMnF3. In these materials,
both RS on two-magnon modes [12, 17] and coherent
laser-induced spin dynamics at the frequency of the two-
magnon mode [2, 9, 18] were studied in detail.

B. Spontaneous and impulsive stimulated Raman
scattering

Spontaneous RS and ISRS are both based on an ele-
mentary inelastic scattering scheme, shown in Fig. 1(b).
A photon with a frequency ωI and a wavevector qI in-
teracts non-resonantly with a medium and is scattered
to a photon with ωS ; qS by a particular excitation in a
medium. We are interested in a scattering by coupled
pairs of magnons with frequencies Ωk and wavevectors
±k across the whole BZ. In this case, energy and mo-
mentum conservation gives ωI −ωS = 2Ωk << ωI,S , and
qI − qS = k− k ≈ 0.
In the case of spontaneous RS, the two-magnon pairs

involved in the process are thermal and incoherent. In RS
experiments, monochromatic light of frequency ωI , polar-
ization eI , and intensity II(ωI) is used, and one detects
an intensity of a scattered light IS(ωS) with polarization
eS as a function ωS . The measurement relies on time-
integration over many scattering events by two-magnon
excitations with uncorrelated relative phases as illus-
trated in Fig. 1(c), and gives the population of magnon
pairs in the excited state. Thus, the continuous driv-
ing renders a steady state with an occupation of magnon
pairs not present in the ground state without continu-
ous driving. The scattering of light by a mode with the
frequency ωI − ωS is characterized by a scattering cross-
section σ = IS(ωS)/II(ωI). Conventionally, the depen-
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FIG. 1. (a) Simple cubic crystal and antiferromagnetic order-
ing described by a Heisenberg model. (b) Scheme of Raman
scattering on the two-magnon mode with a frequency 2Ωk.
Gradient color represents increase of DOS towards higher fre-
quencies. (c, d) Illustration of the difference between states
of the system measured in RS and ISRS experiment. Raman
scattering involves excitation from the ground state |0k⟩ to
the excited one |1k⟩. Due to random timing of scattering
events only the population level can be measured. In case
of ISRS, number of simultaneous scattering events is much
higher and the phase of oscillations is strongly bounded with
pump pulse impact moment. Thus, ISRS experiments contain
information about oscillation’s phase.

dence of the scattered intensity or cross-section are plot-
ted as a function of ωI − ωS .

In the case of ISRS, a system is excited by a subpi-
cosecond laser pulse with a spectral width larger than
2Ωk. Due to this large spectral width pairs of photons
with ωI − ωS = 2Ωk within a single pulse excite two-
magnon pairs with 2Ωk. The ensemble of two-magnon
pairs excited in such a way is coherent, there is a par-
ticular phase of all two-magnon pairs with a given k, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(d). This makes it possible to trace
the ensemble of two-magnon pairs in the time-domain.
The corresponding modulation of the optical properties
of a medium is monitored using a pump-probe technique.
While there are several realizations of optical detection
[2, 9, 15], in Ref. [8] it was shown theoretically that two-
magnon modes driven via ISRS give rise to transient bire-
fringence and related oscillations of the probe pulse el-
lipticity ∆ϕ′(t). In order to compare the outcome of an
ISRS experiment with the RS one, we use the Fourier
transform of the measured signal ∆ϕ′(t). To the best

of our knowledge, only in [2, 15] the two-magnon spectra
obtained in the RS and ISRS experiments were compared
directly.

C. Two-magnon modes and dynamics of spin
correlations

Before introducing a framework for the consistent de-
scription of two-magnon mode spectra in RS and ISRS
experiments, we briefly discuss the observables used to
describe antiferromagnetic system and RS and ISRS on
two-magnon modes.
For the description of static and dynamic properties

of magnetic media, two vectors, ferro- and antiferromag-
netic (Néel), are conventionally used. Strictly speaking,
for antiferromagnets, these vectors do neither describe
the ground state energy fully [19], nor spin dynamics of
the two-magnon mode [9]. While long-wavelength modes
can be explained as the precession of macroscopic magne-
tization and Néel vectors, such description was found to
fail for the short wavelength excitations as two-magnon
modes at the edge of the BZ.
Spin correlations are defined as an expectation value

of the scalar product of the spin operators on different
positions of the crystal ⟨Ŝi(t) · Ŝj(t)⟩. Unlike the classical
ground state of an antiferromagnet described by the Néel
vector and corresponding spin correlations value of −S2,
the spin correlations in the quantum ground state can
take values below −S2 with a minimal value of −S(S+1)
corresponding to a singlet state on the given bond con-
necting sites denoted with i and j. In the context of the
Heisenberg model, the nearest neighbor spin correlation
function defines the exchange energy per bond. In terms
of the spin correlations, the two-magnon mode can be
seen as oscillation of the correlation function in between
the classical and quantum states [8].
The extended theory of RS described in classical works

[10, 11, 20, 21] relies on the evaluation of the light-matter
interaction. For the two-magnon mode this involves the
perturbation of exchange interactions and hence the Ra-
man scattering is defined in terms of spin correlations.
For ISRS, one can use the same light-matter interaction
for describing the excitation of the spin dynamics, but
assessment of the modulation of the probe pulse char-
acteristics on the induced dynamics requires a different
approach.
Initial theories of ISRS for two-magnon mode focused

mainly on the modulation of the refractive index and
interpreted this either as a manifestation of spin squeez-
ing [22] or modulation of the macroscopic Néel vector
[2, 18], but did not consider the relation of these ob-
servables with time-dependent spin correlations. Impor-
tantly, the probe polarization analysis could not be re-
solved when considereing the macroscopic Néel vector
in the latter assessment. Contrary, in [5, 8, 9] nearest

neighbors spin correlations ⟨Ŝi(t) · Ŝi+δ(t)⟩, where δ is
the vector to the nearest neighbor, were considered as
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a key parameter which describes spin dynamics at the
frequency of the two-magnon mode. In [8, 9] it was
shown that the theory based on the equation of motion
for the spin correlations themselves, directly explains the
selections rules observed in ISRS for both the pump and
probe the polarization dependencies. It was shown that
the electric field of the laser pulse directed along one
of the bonds perturbs the corresponding exchange cou-
pling impulsively. In response, periodic oscillations of
spin correlations along this bond occur at the dominat-
ing frequency corresponding to the two-magnon modes at
the edge of the BZ. Furthermore, spin correlations along
other bonds also oscillate with opposite phase and dif-
ferent amplitude, since spin correlations along different
bonds share spins at particular sites. Such oscillations of
spin correlations, in fact, bring the spin ordering along
a particular bond and along other bonds closer (farther)
to the Néel state and vice versa, which can be seen as
anisotropic change of a spin noise, or magnon squeez-
ing, considered in [15, 22, 23]. As a result, there are
spatially anisotropic oscillations of spin correlations con-
trolled by the polarization of the exciting pulse. It has
also been demonstrated that dynamics of spin correla-
tions yields an anisotropic perturbation of the dielectric
permittivity tensor, and, thus, result in a transient lin-
ear optical birefringence. Importantly, these theoretical
results along with experimental verification emphasized
that the antiferromagnetic vector is not a proper observ-
able for laser-driven two-magnon mode [9]. Below, we
use spin correlations formalism to describe both RS and
ISRS experiments.

D. Ground-state

We start with the Heisenberg model, which defines an
unperturbed antiferromagnet with the ground state near
the Néel state and without magnetic anisotropy. The
Hamiltonian of such a system is

Ĥ = J
∑
i,δ

Ŝi · Ŝi+δ, (1)

where J is an exchange energy of the system, Ŝi = Ŝ(Ri)
is a spin operator at a position Ri in the lattice, the sub-
script δ denotes a vector δ = (δx, δy, δz)T to the nearest
neighbor, and xyz is the real-space coordinate frame. As
noted above, the spin product terms in Eq. (1) which en-
ter also spin correlations, are coupled to each other since
different terms contain a spin operator for the same ion.
To uncouple the terms, we proceed to k-space and apply
the bosonization operation to construct a new set of op-
erators Ĉk [9] which linearize the Hamiltonian [Eq. (1)].
In this way, the spin product transforms as

2J
∑
i

Ŝi · Ŝi+δ = −JS(S + 1)N − 2
∑
k

Bk(δ) · Ĉk,

(2)

where Ĉk is the pseudovector in the the hyperbolic two-
magnon space:

ĈX
k =

1

2S

(
ŜX
k ŜX

−k + ŜY
k Ŝ

Y
−k

)
;

ĈY
k =

1

2S

(
ŜX
k ŜY

−k − ŜY
k Ŝ

X
−k

)
;

ĈZ
k =

1

2

(
2S + 1− ŜZ

k + ŜZ
−k

)
, (3)

and Bk(δ) is the effective field produced by the nearest
neighbor:

Bk(δ) = 2JS(− cos(k · δ), 0, 1). (4)

Here N is the number of magnetic ions in the lattice,
XYZ is the spin-space coordinate frame with Z being the
quantization axis. Ĉk has an expectation value related
to the spin correlations, and satisfies the cross-product
in hyperbolic space: Ĉk × Ĉk = iĈk. XY Z is the coor-
dinate frame in the hyperbolic two-magnon space. Thus,
we rewrite the Hamiltonian [Eq. (1)] as follows:

Ĥ2M = −
∑
k

Bk · Ĉk, (5)

where Bk =
∑

δ Bk(δ) is the effective field of all neigh-
bors. Figures 2(b) illustrates relation between Bk(δ), Bk

and ⟨Ĉk⟩ for the X point of the BZ.
In analogy to the approach used when analyzing one-

magnon excitations, it is convenient to align the Z-axis
of the coordinate frame in the two-magnon hyperbolic
space with the equilibrium effective field Bk. For this
purpose we apply an additional transformation which can
be understood as the k-dependent rotation of the system
in the hyperbolic space [Fig. 2(b,c)]:

K̂k = RkĈk; Fk = RkBk;

Rk =
1

|Bk|

 BZ
k 0 −BX

k
0 |Bk| 0

−BX
k 0 BZ

k

 . (6)

This rotation diagonalizes the Hamiltonian Ĥ2M =∑
k F

Z
k K̂Z

k , while conserving the length of the effective
field, |Fk| = |Bk|. In the ground state, the expectation

value ⟨K̂Z
k ⟩ is constant and nonzero, whereas ⟨K̂X

k ⟩ and
⟨K̂Y

k ⟩ are equal to zero. The K̂k operators introduced
here are identical to the operators introduced in [7].

E. Dielectric susceptibility and Raman tensor for
two-magnon modes

In order to describe the scattering cross-section in RS
or probe polarization modulation in ISRS experiments
with two-magnon modes, we introduce the dependence
of dielectric susceptibility on the relevant components of
Ĉk and K̂k. In terms of the pseudo-vector Ĉk (K̂k) and
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FIG. 2. (a) Magnetic first BZ of the face-centered cubic anti-
ferromagnet with the contour path and key points of BZ. (b)
The hyperbolic sphere, the expectation value of the pseudo-
vector ⟨Ĉk⟩ and the effective field Bk in the ground state.
Components of Bk produced by nearest neighbors are shown.
The wave vector k is chosen at the X point of the BZ. (c) Ro-

tation Rk of axes which transforms Ĉk into K̂k and orients
Bk along the Z axis. (d) Effective exchange fields and ⟨K̂k⟩
for W point. In contrast to X point, Fk(δ

y) is oriented along
Z axis, that leads to zero coupling to light polarized along y
axis for this k-point.

the effective field Bk (Fk), the dielectric permittivity of
a cubic antiferromagnet acquires an additional diagonal
contribution due to magnetic ordering

χ̂νν(ω) = −2
∑
k,δ

Bk(δ) · Ĉk

U2 − ℏ2ω2

Q2δνδν

ε0a3

= −2
∑
k,δ

Fk(δ) · K̂k

U2 − ℏ2ω2

Q2δνδν

ε0a3
, (7)

where ν = x, y, z, U is the energy gap of the dielectric,
Q is the effective charge in the Hubbard model [8, 24],
and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. Although derived
for the single-band Hubbard model, similar expressions
can be obtained directly from a symmetry analysis [25].
Expression [Eq. (7)] can be rewritten as follows:

χ̂νν(ω) =
∑
k,Υ

ηννΥk (ω)K̂Υ
k , (8)

ηννΥk (ω) = −2
∑
δ

FΥ
k (δ)

U2 − ℏ2ω2

Q2δνδν

ε0a3
, (9)

where ηννΥk (ω) has a meaning of a two-magnon suscep-
tibility tensor for a given k-point in the magnetic BZ.

The first two indices ν determine components of the di-
electric permittivity in real space, and the third index Υ
corresponds to a projection of the pseudo-vector K̂ in the
two-magnon hyperbolic space. As can be readily seen, in
the ground state magnetic ordering induces only isotropic
static contribution to ⟨χ̂νν⟩ =

∑
k η

ννZ⟨K̂Z
k ⟩, referred to

as an isotropic magnetic refraction [26]. For description
of RS and ISRS, we are interested in anisotropic contri-
butions to ⟨χ̂νν⟩ related to dynamics of ⟨K̂k⟩.

F. Green function of the pseudovector K̂k

The dynamics of K̂k is obtained by solving the equa-
tion of motion for the two-magnon mode, as described
for the case of ISRS in [7, 9]. However, since our goal is
a comparative analysis of the RS and ISRS signals, it is
more convenient to use the Green function method. We
derive an expression for the Green function of K̂k using
the diagonalized Hamiltonian for the two-magnon mode:

G(K̂X
k , K̂X

k |ω′) = − ℏ√
2π

|Fk|
〈
K̂Z

k

〉
ℏ2(ω′ − iϵ)2 − |Fk|2

. (10)

These Green functions have resonances at frequencies
of the two-magnon modes ω′ = 2Ωk = |Bk|/ℏ. ϵ is
a phenomenological damping parameter, introduced to
account for finite widths and amplitudes of these reso-
nances. We consider only the Green function of K̂X

k , as

K̂Z
k commutes with the unperturbed Hamiltonian and

does not oscillate after the case of light-induced pertur-
bation. We omit dynamics of K̂Y

k from further analysis
since FY

k (δν) = 0 and a relevant susceptibility tensor
component is ηννYk = 0 [see Eqs. (4,9)]. Accordingly,

ηννXk has the meaning of the Raman tensor, whereas K̂k

is the normal coordinate [7].

III. RESULTS

A. Spontaneous Raman scattering

According to [21], the cross-section of the Raman scat-
tering is defined by the average product of two dielectric
susceptibilities at the frequencies of the incident and scat-
tered light:

σ(ω′) ∝ eαI e
β
I e

µ
Se

ν
S⟨χαµχβν⟩,

∝
∑
k,Λ,Υ

ηααΛk (ωI)η
ββΥ
k (ωS)∆⟨K̂Λ

k K̂
Υ
k (ω′)⟩ (11)

where ω′ = ωI −ωS , and the symmetry of η̂k in the cubic
system is taken into account.
We apply the fluctuation-dissipation theorem to con-

nect the expectation value ∆⟨K̂Λ
k K̂

Υ
k (ω′)⟩ with the

Green function G(K̂Λ
k , K̂

Υ
k |ω′): ∆⟨K̂Λ

k K̂
Υ
k (ω′)⟩ = 2ℏ[1 +
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nBE(ω
′)] ImG(K̂Λ

k , K̂
Υ
k |ω′), where nBE(ω

′) is the Bose-
Einstein distribution function. As was shown above, only
K̂X

k is relevant to RS, and we obtain for the RS cross-
section:

σ(ω′) ∝ Im
∑
k

ηααXk (ωI)η
ββX
k (ωS)G(K̂X

k , K̂X
k |ω′).

(12)

Thus, we obtained an expression for the spectrum of the
RS cross-section of the two-magnon mode as a function
of the K̂k pseudovectors. Below we assume that ηννX

is the same at ωI and ωS , as one can neglect the dis-
persion of dielectric permittivity when both frequencies
are well below the absorption edge, and ωI − ωS << ωI .

Note that prefactors ηααXk ηββXk in Eq. (12) have a mean-
ing of wave-vector dependent weighting factors [11], i.e.
they show how strongly a particular point in the BZ con-
tributes to the scattering signal. In contrast to [11] and
other subsequent works on RS, we separate the weight-
ing factors from the Green functions. This allows us to
analyse separately the light-matter interaction and the
spin dynamics.

B. Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering

In the case of ISRS we are interested in the spectrum
of the coherent two-magnon mode, which is obtained
from the transient probe ellipticity measured in the time-
domain. For a probe pulse propagating along the z axis
and polarized at an angle ϕ with respect to the x axis,
the corresponding expression is [8]

∆ϕ′(t) =
ωprd [∆⟨χxx(t)⟩ −∆⟨χyy(t)⟩]

4c
√
ε0

sin(2ϕ), (13)

where ωpr is the central frequency of the probing pulse, d
is the thickness of the crystal, and ε0 is the non-magnetic
part of the dielectric permittivity of the cubic crystal.
Dispersion of χ̂ within the spectral width of the probe
pulse is neglected. Laser-driven dynamics of K̂k con-

tributes to modulation of the dielectric permittivity as

∆⟨χνν(t)⟩ =
∑
k

ηννXk (ωpr)∆⟨K̂X
k (t)⟩. (14)

Coherent two-magnon modes are driven by the pertur-
bation of the exchange interaction [5], as follows from the
dependence of the dielectric susceptibility on spin corre-
lations [Eq. (7)]. The laser-induced perturbation of the
Hamiltonian has the form

∆Ĥ2M =
a3ε0
4

f(t)
∑
νΥk

ηννΥk (ωp)E
νEνK̂Υ

k , (15)

where f(t) is the envelope of the pump pulse in the
time-domain. Such a perturbation can be expressed
as an additional term to the effective field ∆FΥ

k (t) ∝
f(t)

∑
ν η

ννΥ
k (ωp)E

νEν . If ∆Fk is not collinear with the
equilibrium Fk, it leads to the precession of the pseudo-
vector K̂ [Fig. 2(d)]. Since Fk is chosen to be orientated
along Z axis, the condition to excite spin dynamics re-
duces to a requirement of a non-zero term

∆FX
k (t) ∝ f(t)

∑
δ

(E · δ)2FX
k (δ). (16)

As readily seen from Eq. (16), the maximum amplitude of
the perturbation is achieved at pump polarization along
one of the crystal axes [8].

As the dynamics of K̂X
k is given by the convolution

of the Green function with the pump pulse envelope in
the time domain, in the frequency domain we obtain a
product of the Green function [Eq. (10)] and the spectral
profile of the pump pulse f(ω′):

∆⟨K̂X
k (ω′)⟩ = a3ε0

4
f(ω′)G(K̂X

k , K̂X
k |ω′)

∑
ν

ηννXk (ωp)E
νEν .

(17)

Noticeably, this expression contains both the real and the
imaginary part of the Green function of K̂k. Indeed, the
light-matter interaction is treated in the non-dissipative
regime, but the subsequent dynamics contains both the
coherent dynamics as well as the damping of the coherent
dynamics.
Then the probe ellipticity spectrum is obtained as an

absolute value of the Fourier transformed ϕ′(t):

∆ϕ′(ω′) =
a3ε0ωprd sin(2ϕ)

8c
√
ε0

EνEνf(ω′)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k,ν

[ηxxXk (ωpr)− ηyyXk (ωpr)]η
ννX
k (ωp)G(K̂X

k , K̂X
k |ω′)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (18)

Eq. (12) and Eq. (18) are the main outcomes of our
theoretical consideration, and allow us to highlight dif-

ferences in the two-magnon spectra as obtained in RS and
ISRS. First, the Raman tensor ηννX enters the weight-
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ing factors in the expressions for the two spectra in a
different manner. Second, the RS spectrum is given by
the imaginary part of the Green function, while the ISRS
spectrum depends on both the real and imaginary parts
of the function.

To illustrate the resulting difference, we consider the
forward scattering geometry for RS with incident and
scattered light propagating along the z axis and hav-
ing parallel polarizations eI ||eS ||x, giving the maximum
scattering intensity. For ISRS, we consider pump and
probe pulses also propagating along the z axis. The
pump is polarized along x axis, while probe polarization
angle is ϕ = π/4, where the maximum sensitivity to the
oscillations of the spin correlations is obtained [9]. The
magnon dispersion is shown in Fig. 4(a). The spectra ob-
tained using Eqs. (12) and (18) are plotted in Fig. 3(a)
as a function of a normalized frequency ω′/2Ωmax, where
2Ωmax = 2JS/ℏ is the maximum frequency of the two-
magnon mode which corresponds to the edge of the BZ
[Fig. 4(a)]. The decay parameter ϵ = 0.005 · 2Ωmax is
chosen to be low in order to emphasize special spectral
points and reveal the differences between two spectra.

As expected, the dominating contributions to RS spec-
trum originate from two-magnon modes with k near the
edge of BZ. As seen in Fig. 4(a), the dispersion be-
comes flat at the edge of BZ, and there is a large den-
sity of states with the corresponding frequencies. Ap-
plying the van Hove theorem to Eq. (12), we get sin-
gularities for each frequency corresponding to the edge
of BZ. Those frequencies are distributed in the region
ω′/2Ωmax ∈ [0.94, 1]. This leads to emergence of a
broad continuum in this spectral range with two fea-
tures around ω′/2Ωmax = 1.0 and 0.95 [Fig. 3(a)] cor-
responding to the hexagonal faces and to the centers of
the square faces of the BZ, respectively [Fig. 2(a)]. Over-
all the obtained RS spectrum is in a good agreement with
theoretical spectra for a cubic antiferromagnet when no
magnon-magnon scattering are taken into account [11].

In the case of ISRS, the van Hove theorem cannot
be directly applied, since one cannot replace the sum-
mation over k with the summation over frequencies in
Eq. (18). However, the volume in the BZ plays a domi-
nating role in the spectrum of ISRS as well, and we find
we find both features in the spectrum as well [Fig. 3(a)].
Overall, one notices two evident differences between the
RS and ISRS spectra. First, the total ISRS spectrum is
broader than the RS one. Second, the two local maxima,
at ω′/2Ωmax ≈ 1.0 and 0.95, present in both spectra, are
slightly shifted with respect to each other.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

A. Two-magnon Raman tensor and weighting
factors dispersion

To understand the differences between the RS and
ISRS spectra, we start from detailed examination of the
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FIG. 3. Spectra of RS cross-section calculated using Eq. (12)
with α = β = x (light blue solid line), ISRS amplitude calcu-
lated using Eq. (18) with ν = x (orange sold line), and ISRS
amplitude calculated as a Fourier transform of the transient
probe ellipticity [Eq. (13)] (dotted line). Decay parameters
are (a) ϵ = 0.005 · 2Ωmax and (b) ϵ = 0.05 · 2Ωmax. Inset
in panel (b) shows transient the probe ellipticity, calculated
using Eq. (13) with ϵ = 0.05 · 2Ωmax.

Raman tensor responsible for the weighting factors en-
tering the expressions Eq. (12) and Eq. (18). An explicit
expression for the Raman tensor obtained from Eq. (9)
takes the form

ηννXk (ω) ∝
∑
δ

FX
k (δ)δνδν (19)

∝
∑
δ

2
na

∑
δ′ cos(k · δ′)− cos(k · δ)

|Fk|
δνδν ,

where na stands for the number of the nearest neighbors,
and is equal to 6 for the cubic lattice. In particular:

ηxxXk (ω) ∝ − 1

|Fk|
[2 cos(k · δx)− cos(k · δy)− cos(k · δz)] .

(20)

In Fig. 4(a) we plot the dispersion of ηννXk , ν = x, y, z
along a path in the first BZ shown in Fig. 2(a). Evidently,
two-magnon modes from different points in BZ couple
differenty to light with different polarizations. ηννXk = 0
at a particular point of the Brillioun zone signifies that
the electric field of light with the given polarization Eν

does not couple to this particular two-magnon mode. In
terms of effective field, this corresponds to Fk(δ

ν)||Z,
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k ] (orange line), and their difference

−ηyyX
k ηxxX

k (brown line).

i.e. its perturbation by light does not deviate the total
effective field Fk, as illustrated in Fig. 4(d) for the W
point where ηyyX = 0.

To present a more complete picture, we plot in Fig. 5(a-

c) how susceptibilities ηxxXk and ηyyXk and frequencies
are distributed within the kxky plane and on the sur-
face of the BZ. These maps reveal that the absolute

maxima of ηxxXk and ηyyXk are at the distinct X points
(π/a, 0, 0) and (0, π/a, 0), respectively. The third com-
ponent ηzzXk , by analogy with others, has a peak at the
point (0, 0, π/a). This results can be substantiated by
noting that these points correspond to magnons with the
wavevectors k = π/a directed along one of the bonds.
Then, such magnon exhibits the largest susceptibility to
the perturbation of the exchange coupling between the
nearest neighbors along the same bond.

RS weighting factor ηxxXk ηxxXk possesses absolute
maxima at the X-point (π/a, 0, 0), as seen in 5(d).
The explicit form of the weighting factor for RS is
[cos kxa− 1/3 (cos kxa+ cos kya+ cos kza)]

2
, which re-

duces to the one reported in [11]. The presented data re-
veal that the two-magnon modes corresponding to small
wavevectors weakly contribute to RS spectrum due to
weak coupling to light in addition to the low volume of
the corresponding BZ domain. In turn, the highest Ra-
man tensor values in the vicinity the X point lead to the
larger RS cross-section at the corresponding frequency,
as compared to the one obtained based on analysis of

BZ volume only yielding domination of the points be-
longing to the hexagonal faces of BZ. It is easy to see
also, that the RS spectra of the light polarized along y

axis, eI ||eS ||y, defined by the weighting factor ηyyXk ηyyXk
would have the same spectra as shown in Fig. 3(a) be-
cause of high symmetry of the crystal, while it effectively
probes a different region of the BZ.
The discussion above also holds for the ISRS spectrum,

with the weighting factor (ηxxXk − ηyyXk )ηxxX having ab-
solute maximum in the vicinity of X point [Figs. 4(b) and
5(e)]. Nevertheless, details of RS and ISRS prefactors
dispersions differ. To emphasize it, we plot the difference

−ηyyXk ηxxXk between the two prefactors in Figs. 4(b) and
5(f). It is evident that the difference has its own dis-
persion. Most noticeably, at the K-L segment presented
in Fig. 4(b), the two-magnon modes give relatively weak
but finite contribution to RS spectrum only. The dis-
cussed difference between weighting factors in RS and
ISRS stems from the fact that, by probing via transient
birefringence in the ISRS experiment, one measures the
phase shift between the two light waves which couple to
the same two-magnon mode differently. This either en-
hances or suppresses the contribution of the particular
mode to the signal.

Raman tensor and weighting factors dispersions em-
phasize an important feature of a coupling of two-magnon
modes with light. For instance, from Eq. (20) one readily
sees that the light polarized along the x axis couples to a
mode formed by magnons with k∥x axis twice as strongly
as with the magnons with k∥x or y axis. Thus selec-
tivity, at least partical, in the magnon wavevector stems
from the light polarization. This adds another important
difference between the two-magnon excitation by laser
pulses, as compared to laser-driven one-magnon modes.
In the latter cases, selectivity regarding the wavevector
of the generated or probed magnon requires spatial and
spectral shaping of the laser pulses [27–30].

It is important to note that one has a possibility to
change the weighting factor dispersion in the expression
for ISRS by choosing different probing technique. In-
deed, in [15, 22] differential transmission was used to de-
tect laser-driven two-magnon modes. It is easy to show
that, by using, e.g., x−polarized pump pulses and mea-
suring the differential transmission of probe pulses po-
larized along x or y axis, one would detect the signal
defined by the weighting factors ηxxXηxxX or ηyyXηxxX ,
respectively. In the former case, the dispersion of such a
weighting factor corresponds to that for RS [Fig. 5(d)],
while in the later - to the difference [Fig. 5(f)]. This shows
that, in contrast to RS, ISRS provides extra flexibility in
probing magnons in different parts in BZ.

In the cubic crystal, dispersion of the weighting factors
results in the relative increase of the spectral amplitude
in the vicinity of frequency corresponding to the X points.
This is found to be independent on the RS or ISRS ex-
periment, or on the detection scheme, and is related to
the fact the flat frequency dispersion with only two BZ
domains having large volumes. The apparent difference
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between RS and ISRS spectra [Fig. 3(a)] has, thus, a
different origin.

B. Relative shift and broadening of RS and ISRS
spectra

Comparison of the RS and ISRS spectra [Fig. 3(a)]
reveal that the ISRS spectrum is considerably broader.
Furthermore, there is a shift of the features at
ω′/2Ωmax ≈ 0.94 and 1 in the two spectra. These dif-
ferences stems from the character of the spin dynamics
probed in the two cases and from the fact that a whole
continuum of modes is excited. As detailed in Sec. II B,
RS measures populations and energies of thermal two-
magnon modes at equilibrium [Figs. 1(c)], while ISRS
provides information about amplitude and phase of the
coherent two-magnon modes [Fig. 1(d)]. We will now ex-
plain that the above mentioned spectral differences are
caused by (i) sensitivity to the phase of the signal and
(ii) the sensitivity to a continuum of modes.

To this end, we focus on a simple description of just
two oscillators with finite spectral widths. For the sake of
clarity, we take oscillators with frequencies of the X and
W points of the BZ [Fig. 6(a)]. When we are interested

only in the oscillators’ strength, which is the case of RS, it
is sufficient to consider only the imaginary parts of their
response, and the resulting spectrum is given by their
sum [Fig. 6(b)]. The maxima in the spectrum are located
at the eigenfrequencies of the oscillators. When informa-
tion about both the real and the imaginary parts of the
spectrum is available, i.e. in the ISRS case, the amplitude
spectrum can be plotted [Fig. 6(b)]. The two maxima in
the spectrum of the oscillators appears to be shifted with
respect to the eigenfrequencies of the modes, which for
the case of equal oscillator strengths causes the lowest
frequency peak (X mode) to shift to lower frequency and
the high-frequency peak (W mode) to a slightly higher
frequency. In a similar vein, for a continuum of modes
we also expect shifts. Since the ISRS spectrum features
modes with different oscillator strengths, the spectrum is
asymmetric and the shift of the highest frequency peak
is apparent.
Thus, we conclude that the relative shift of the spec-

tral features in the RS and ISRS spectra should not be
assigned to different modes giving leading contribution
to the corresponding signals, despite the difference in the
weighting factors discussed above. Instead, it directly fol-
lows from the fact that the two-magnon spectra in both
RS and ISRS comprises contributions from many modes
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with different frequencies. Indeed, if one considers RS
and ISRS spectra of one-magnon modes, only distinct
modes with particular k contribute to the signal and their
spectral lines generally do not overlap. These are either
modes with k = 0 in a case of homogeneous laser exci-
tation, or k > 0 in the case of excitation using transient
gratings [13, 14]. As a result, although the peak can be
additionally broadened due to the coherent part, no net
shift is observed for the main peak [31, 32].

C. Comparison to experimental data

Before proceeding to the comparison of our results with
available experimental data, we note that our consider-
ation does not include magnon-magnon scattering. This
effect is known to change the line shape of the RS spec-
trum and, in particular, to shift the high-frequency fea-
ture to lower frequencies [11, 25], but was found weak in
some antiferromagnets [33]. Nevertheless, we argue that
the main conclusions drawn based on our analysis should
hold for realistic spectra as well. Indeed, the different
way the Green function of K̂X

k enters the expressions for
the two spectra holds in this case as well. Taking into

account magnon-magnon scattering affects only the form
of the Green function [11, 12] and do not change the Ra-
man tensor and the weignting factors. This, in particular,
means that the relative peak shift in RS and ISRS should
be still present. We also note that, in the realistic case
of stronger decay shown in Fig. 3(b), ϵ = 0.05 · 2Ωmax,
where the lower-frequency feature is not pronounced, the
relative shift of the main maximum is still visible.

Moreover, since in experiments the spectra are ob-
tained using Fourier transform of the transient signals,
we plot in Fig. 3(a, b) the Fourier transforms of the probe
ellipticity time-trace calculated using approach described
in details in [8, 9]. Here, exponential decay e−ϵt was in-
troduced for each individual mode. The time trace ob-
tained for low value of ϵ is shown in inset in Fig. 3(b).
As one can see, if the time window in time-domain mea-
surements is sufficiently large as compared to the damp-
ing time, there is a negligible discrepancy between such
spectrum and the one calculated using Eq. (18). Over-
all, apparent damping of the two-magnon signals in the
time domain reported so far is sufficiently strong and is
the leading effect responsible for a large spectral width
of ISRS signals.

In [2, 15] two-magnon spectra obtained in the RS and
ISRS experiments were directly compared. In [2], cu-
bic Heisenberg antiferromagnet KNiF3 was considered for
which our model is applicable directly. In [15] more com-
plex tetragonal antiferromagnets FeF2 and NiF2 having
rutile structure were studied. Noticeably, both works re-
port the shift of the maxima of the ISRS spectrum with
respect to the RS, in fair agreement with our theoretical
analysis. Importantly, in [15] the validity of determining
the two-magnon frequency from the ISRS data was ques-
tioned. Our analysis, indeed, confirms that one needs to
keep in mind that the RS and ISRS spectra are generally
different, since the coherent response of an ensemble of
(nearly) degenerate modes leads to significant broaden-
ing and slight shift of the spectrum as compared to the
dissipative response of the same modes. Moreover, dif-
ferent states are probed due to the different dispersions
in the weighting factors.

Concomitant experimental study of the effect of Ra-
man tensor dispersion and different weighting factors on
RS and ISRS spectra is not yet available. Such study
would require materials with symmetry lower than cubic
and with more features present in the magnon dispersion.
The family of transition metal fluorides, CoF2, FeF2, and
NiF2, could be promising objects for such a study. RS in
these transition metal fluorides was a subject of thorough
experimental and theoretical examination [34, 35]. For
CoF2 having a strong orbital contribution to magnetic
moment it was shown that two-magnon modes from dif-
ferent points at the edge of the BZ, namely R and M,
can be distinguished in polarized RS spectra. It is en-
abled by different symmetry of the weighting factors and
by measurable frequency splitting between these modes,
stemming from the fact that several exchange integrals
contribute to magnon frequency dispersion. In [16] two-
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magnon mode excitation was also revealed in ISRS exper-
iment in this material. Weakness of the reported signal,
and the proximity of the strong phonon line, however,
do not allow any reliable comparison of ISRS and RS
spectra.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we derived equations for spectra of
RS cross-section and ISRS transient ellipticity on two-
magnon mode in a single theoretical framework based on
the spin correlation pseudovectors and bond-dependent
exchange effective fields. These equations highlight the
differences between the spectra which trace the differ-
ences in (i) the way light couples to the modes and (ii) the
character of the spin dynamics. First, while RS probes
the population of incoherent two-magnon modes, ISRS
contains the phase information for coherent modes as
well. The RS spectrum is therefore sensitive to only the
imaginary part of the Green function of the spin correla-
tion pseudo vector, while ISRS spectrum depends on the
absolute value, i.e. on both the real and imaginary part of
this Green function. Importantly, since the two-magnon
response stems from summing all modes across the BZ,
differences arise that are not seen for spectrally isolated
modes. Specifically, since the two-magnon response fea-
tures spectrally overlapping modes contributions, there
is a relative shift of the peaks in the two spectra, also
found earlier in experiments. Additionally, the coherent
spin dynamics gives spectral weight much beyond the
width determined by the damping of individual modes.

Second, we derived and analyzed two-magnon Raman
tensor dispersion across BZ characterizing coupling of a
magnon pair to light depending on length and direction of
the magnon wavevector. We confirm analytically and nu-
merically that the magnons from the edges of BZ couple
to light stronger in general, owing to the nature of this
coupling - light-induced perturbation of exchange hav-
ing the largest impact on a short-wavelength magnons.
Furthermore, since the exchange coupling and the short-

wavelength magnons are linked to crystal structure, the
light polarization defines which bond is perturbed and
also couples more strongly to magnon pairs with their
wavevectors directed along this bound. The dispersion of
the Raman tensor leads to the dispersion of the weight-
ing factors fully describing the light-spin interaction in
RS and ISRS experiments. We show that the different
composition of the weighting factors entering expressions
for RS and ISRS spectra could, in general, yield a differ-
ence in their sensitivity to two-magnon modes in vari-
ous domains of BZ. Furthermore, variability of the de-
tection schemes in ISRS enables tuning these weighting
factors. In the considered cubic antiferromagnet this ef-
fect is found, however, to be not pronounced due to an
almost featureless magnon frequency dispersion. How-
ever, we believe that our finding forms a basis for further
studies of ISRS in more complex antiferromagnets [34–
36] aimed at controllable excitation of two-magnon pairs
in various regions of BZ.
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